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1. INTRODUCTION

Heritability analysis is an important research topic in brain imaging 
genetics. Its primary motivation is to identify highly heritable imaging 
quantitative traits (QTs) for subsequent in-depth imaging genetic analyses. 
Most existing studies perform heritability analyses on regional imaging 
QTs using predefined brain parcellation schemes such as the AAL atlas. 
However, the power to dissect genetic underpinnings under QTs defined in 
such an unsupervised fashion is largely deteriorate with inner partition 
noise and signal dilution. To bridge the gap, we propose a new semi-
parametric Bayesian heritability estimation model to construct highly 
heritable imaging QTs. Our method leverages the aggregate of genetic 
signals to imaging QT construction by developing a new brain parcellation 
driven by voxel-level heritability. To ensure biological plausibility and 
clinical interpretability of the resulting brain heritability parcellations, 
hierarchical sparsity and smoothness, coupled with structural connectivity 
of the brain, are properly imposed on genetic effects to induce spatial 
contiguity of heritable imaging QTs.

2. METHODS

4. CONCLUSIONS

3. RESULTS

We have proposed a new semi-parametric Bayesian heritability estimation 
model to construct highly heritable and biologically meaningful imaging 
quantitative traits (QTs). 
Our method leverages the aggregate of genetic signals to imaging QT 
construction by developing a new brain parcellation driven by voxel-level 
heritability. To ensure biological plausibility and clinical interpretability of 
the resulting brain heritability parcellations, hierarchical sparsity and 
smoothness, coupled with structural connectivity of the brain, have been 
properly imposed on genetic effects to induce spatial contiguity of 
heritable imaging QTs. 
Using the ADNI imaging genetic data, we have demonstrated the strength 
of our proposed method, in comparison with the standard GCTA method, 
in identifying highly heritable and biologically meaningful new imaging 
QTs.

The neuroimaging and genotypinig data used in this work were obtained 
from the Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database. 

Our overarching goal is to construct more powerful  neuroimaging 
endophenotypes with strong genetic dissection power based on an 
innovative ``brain heritability map''. We propose a Bayesian semi-
parametric model to jointly estimate voxel-specific heritability over whole 
brain imaging traits. Within the Bayesian paradigm, a hierarchical Ising-
Spike-and-Slab prior is used to simultaneously impose sparsity on 
heritabilities at 1) brain regions while accounting for correlations induced 
by brain structural connectivity; 2) voxels while considering the 
dependency among adjacent voxels. To enhance biological insight and 
reduce parameter space, we further assign a Dirichlet process prior on the 
genetic and environmental variance components, so that each of them are 
identical within a contiguous brain area. Based on the result, a brain 
heritability map can be constructed directly with the new imaging 
phenotype defined under the ``active'' subregions; and the heritability for 
each of them is also estimated.
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Table 1 shows the 
heritability estimation 
results of comparing the 
proposed BHM model 
and the traditional GCTA 
model, including 47 
BHM-identified ROIs. For 
most of these ROIs, BHM 
was able to identify new 
imaging QTs with higher 
heritability than the 
GCTA-estimated 
heritability for the entire 
ROI based average 
measure. 

Figure 2 shows the 
heritability maps 
estimated by (a) the 
conventional GCTA 
method and (b) the 
proposed BHM method.


